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I. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of des· gning and building a cavity absorber for a focusing 
so ~ collector firs occurred to this author several years ago when he 
became ·n_rigued with the black body absorptive and emissive properties 
o"" a ce.vity. T is led to the study of radiative exchange of energy in 
enc_ ~ es, d he development of a s implified mathematical model for 
a o a cavit ab5or er. Mo eling led to major alterations of the 
ept of the cavity, an eve tually to the design which was 
buil~ a d e~ted. 
T e purpose of th1s project was to develop the concept of a cavity 
a o b ~ into a pa~ icular geometry and construction which could then be 
coile ... ted, and t is data compared with the performance 
pr by the o e Some of the evolution of this desig is pre-
s ~ ~ t~ in t e first par of the report in order to illustrate the basic 
cone ot involved. The mathematical :model chosen and the assumptions 
which encu ~ er it are then discussed. The predicted 'best absorber'' is 
designed, the a ter · als chosen, and the method of assembly briefly 
reviewed. An e_ perimen al method of analyz,ing performance is suggested 
an impleme ted , and the results interpreted. Finally, some alterations 
in design hich could improve the performance are discussed. 
A revie,w of solar energy literature provided very limited in forma-
t ·on on cavity ab9orbe~rs of this type. Such an absorber was developed 
for fresnel lens application by American Science and Engineering (Boyd 
1 
2 
et al. 1976). No mention is made of geometries other than cylindrical. 
In a personal letter dated November 13, 1979, William D. Antrim, Jr. of 
Amer ·can Science and Engineering stated that his group has "departed 
somewhat from the CBB (cylindrical black body) concept in favor of re-
ceivers with less area." Reference to the CBB absorber was also made by 
Antrim at the 1977 Conference on concentrating Solar Collectocs 
(Antrim 1977). No other reference was found dealing directly with 
cyl· drical cavity absorbers. 
II. THE PARABOLIC TROUGH REFLECTOR 
WITH A CAVITY ABSORBER 
Basic Relatio ships for a 
Parabo..:.ic Mirror 
A parabolic surface has the ability to take the parallel rays of 
the sun incide,nt upon it and reflect them so that they will pass through 
a foe · 1 point. If the parabola is extended in the third dimension to 
form a trough, the focal point becomes a fo ,cal line. The plane which 
con a ins t e focal line and is perpendicular to the in cider t ra.ys is 
cal ed the foca plane. 
In rectangular coordinates , the equation for the parabola is 
2 y : X /4f ( 1 ) 
whe e f is he focal length of the parabola 
Because the sun is of finite size and therefore subte ds a finite 
ang e in the sky 0.00931 radians on the average (Threlkeld 1970, 
p. ~29), the ref ected image of the sun from a point on the mirror forms 
an ellipse on the focal plane. In the three dimensional case, the 
r~flectio _ of the sun from the parabolic trough forms a band of energy of 
finite width on t e focal plane. 
Consider the parabola shown in Figure 1. The rim angle (~ ) is 
0 
that angle a ray reflected from the outermost part of the reflector makes 
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Fig re 1: The para olic eflector 
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with the verical. If the width of the reflector is 2a, then the rim angle 
1./J is given by 0 -
(2) 
where f is the focal length and a is the half-width of the reflector. For 
a point P on the parabola, at an angle~ from the vertical, the distance r 
to the focal point is given by the following equation. 
2f (3) r = 1 + cos 
T1e ma ·or axis of the ellipse, call it b, which is formed on the focal 
p a e by the image of the sun reflected from point P is 
b = 2r sec tan ((/J/2) ( q) 
where -is the angle of the sun, 0.00931 radians. If we substitute for r 
b - ( 4 f I 1 + cos , ) sec w tan ( f/J 12) (5) 
The longest major axis would be for ed by the ellipse reflected from the 
rim. It would be given by the expression 
b - (4f/1 + cos ¢ ) sec ~ tan (¢/2) 
0 0 0 
(6) 
Let us assume that the reflector is focused and that its axis is 
6 
perpendicular to the sun's rans, requiring that the r ·eflector make an 
angle ~ with the horizontal Then ~ will be given by (for solar noon) 
(3'= 1f/2- ll dl1 (7) 
where 1 is the latitude and d is the angle of declination, a function of 
the time of year. Then the area which is normal to the sun's rays is 2aL, 
w ere L 1s the length of the parabolic trough. If the incident solar 
flux 1s q _ t~ en the tota . solar energy (per unit time) incident upon the 
s 
col l ector can be expressed as 
Q = 2ayq 
s -s 
( 8) 
ner gy Ba ance for a Cavitr 
A cav·ty absa~ er consists of an enclosure with an aperature in it 
a ~ome point to allow the focused radiation to enter. This aperature 
may be covered by glass or some other material with high transmissivity 
in th solar band, or it may be open. It is helpful to apply conservation 
of energy in the follow ·ng manner. Let Qradt be the net radiation 
ne 
transfer into the cavity. Let Q be the rate of heat transfer to the 
amb 
surroundings by conduction, convection, and radiation from the outside 
of the enclosure, and by convect1on from the opening to the enclosure. 
If the net transfer of energy to the fluid flowing through the absorber 
is Q t' then conservation of energy requires that the following be true. 
ne 
(9) 
7 
The efficiency of the collector (~ ) will be defined as the frac-
c 
tion of the incident solar energy which is removed by the fluid from the 
abosrber. 
(10) 
For a given size reflector and given solar flux, the problem of making 
the collector more efficient is one of increasing Q~:~ and/or decreasing 
Early velopment Idea 
The origi al concept of the cavity was to place a tube carrying the 
hea removal flu· d insi e of a cylindrical shield,, as shown in FJ.gure 2. 
The tube as intended to be tear-shaped to minimize the fraction of the 
lig1 w ich wou - pass from the cavity after only one reflection. The 
ray pictured in F1gure 2, for example, would be reflected from the 
absorber tu e four time before escaping, assuming that the reflections 
are all specular. On each of these reflections a certain fraction of the 
e ergy would be absorbed by the tube wall. 
wtile considering the ref ections to e specular may be helpful in 
th"nking of how the light travels inside the cavity, there are a couple 
of reasons for choosing a diffuse model for the initial analysis of the 
caivty. The best reason for assuming the surfaces of the enclosure to be 
diffuse is that this generally gives the better agreement with experi-
mental re,sul ts (Siegel and Howell 1 ~ 72, p. 307).. Another advantage of a 
Oltgo 9 
m ltiple 
a... t 
e.Election 
Figure 2; rultiple reflections within an enclosure 
8 
9 
diffuse model is that diffuse configuration factors are considerably 
easier to find than their specular counterparts. 
Also in the inte,rest of simplicity, it was d ~ecided to~ assume the 
tube and shield to be concentric cylinders, with an aperature in the 
outer tube or .shield. The tear-drop shape would only be important to a 
spec lar analysis. The absorber tube and shield arrangement is ,shown in 
Figure 3. It should be noted that while surface and fluid temperatures 
vary in t e axial direction, we will for the moment neglect that var1a-
tion and cons er only a cross- section of infinitesimal length. 
energy balance on the enclosure can be used to determine the 
u1kno . temperatures and heat transfer rates. The enclosure may be con-
side e to be bo nded by three surfaces, as shown in Figure 3. It is 
assume _ that the shield (surface 2) and the absorber tube (surface 1) are 
each isotn r al . The outsid,e of the abosrber wall is at some temperature 
T 1 
be 
c 
properties p1, a 1, and £ 1, assumed for the time being to 
~on - ec ra . The shi ~eld inner wall is at temperature T2 with its 
r spon i g sur face proper ties The pla e of the gap makes up 
surface 3, and it c2n be a real surface, such as a piece of glass, or an 
imaginary surfac ~e. In the latter case it is treated as a black surface 
emitt1ng the energy which actually passes through the gap from the 
parabolic reflector. In the former case, the surfac ~e may also be 
con idered isothermal, as wer,e surfaces 1 and 2 
Each of these three surfaces may be thought of as having some 
amount of radiative energy incident on it, some amount of radiative 
energy l ~eaving it, and some net amount of energy transferred to the 
surface by conduction and /or convection. For surf'ace 1, for example, 
J 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I ~.+jl 
s·urf ce 
b 
Figure 3,: Absorber tube and shieid, concentric cylinders 
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1 1 
these quantities are labeled Qi 1, Q0 1 ,, and Q1, re.spectiv,ely. For a 
surface to be in steady state, the net energy transfer by conduction, 
convection, and radiation must be zero. Expressing this as an equation 
for the kth surface: 
Qk = Q Q ok - i.k ( 1 1 ) 
No e that if a surface is imaginary, then an energy balance need not be 
wr·tten For the cav1ty absorber with a gap, the so ar energy reflected 
from the mirror and passing through the gap ( Q') is the same as the 
s 
energy leaving the ima inary surface, Q03 . 
e may further break the radiative terms down by using the PoljaK 
approach (Siegel and Howe! 1972, p. 238). The radiative energy leaving 
each surface is the sum of that emitted by the surface due to its tern-
perature and hat reflected from the surface. The reflected energy is 
t e reflect · y ti_es the incident energy. Thus, for the kth surface. 
where ek is the emissivity of surface k, Tk is its temperature, pk is its 
reflectiv1ty, Ak is its area, and Qik is the radiative energy on 
surface k from other surfaces in the enclosure. 
The energy incident on surface k may be written in terms of that 
leaving each of the surfaces in the enclosure and the configuration 
factor of that surface to surface k Hence: 
Q.k 1 :: rF' ,_Q. . Jk OJ 
J 
12 
(13) 
where the· summation is taken ove.r all of the surfaces of the enclosure 
including surface k. 
'Thus, we BJa.Y write for surfaces 1 and 2: 
Surface 1 : o, .... Q"' 11 - Qo1 ( 14) ~ 
Qo1 A1 
-~ 
p1Qi 1 ... £1ar 1 + 
Qi1 = F 11Qo 1 + F21Qo2 + F31Qo3 
Su face 2: Q2 = Qi2 - Qo2 
0
,o2 
4 
,P2Qi2 = A2, ~2aT2 ·+ 
Qi2' = F 121QO 1 + F22Qo2 + F32Qo3 
For an imag· ary s rface 3, the energy passing into the enclosure tho~ugh 
the g p is the sa · e thing as the radiative energy lea ing a real surface; 
so, if the energy reflected by the mirror and pa~sing thorugh the gap is 
- Q' 
s 
(15) 
Presumably Q' is a known quantity. If surface 3 i .s real, w~e must take s, 
into account the transmissivity of the surfaee. This case will be 
covered a.t a later time~ 
13 
For the imaginary surface 3, this ,gives us, seven equations in eight 
unknowns. The: eighth equation may be obtained by relating the net energy 
transfer for surface 2, Q2 , to its temperature, T2 . This relationship 
must take into account the conductive and radia ti v~e lo,sses form the sur·-
fac ~e, and the radiative los,ses from the outside of the surface. Note 
that the radiative ransfer from the inner ,sid ~e of the surface was 
already taken into account in the radiative exchange equations for the 
enclosure. N~ote also that the equation relating T2 to Q2 will make the 
4 
system non-linear with both T2 and T2 terms. 
If, for a mo ent, all ambient losses are neglected and only radia-
tive exchange is considered, insight may be gained into the radiative 
effects of geometric variat~ons. Assuming that Kirchoff's law holds, the 
total absorptivity is equal to the total ernissivity for each surfaee. 
For an opaque surfa,ce, this implies that the emissivity and the reflec-
tivity ust add up to unity, since none of the radiation i,s transmitted. 
Figure 4 shows the effic~ie~ncy of the absorber as a function of the ratio 
of the absorber tube radius to the shield radius, r 11r2 , for a given Q~ 
and given surface properties. 
T'he m.odel used above was based on the assumption of no ambient 
losses. Wbe~n the radiative e~xchange equations are solved, w~e find that 
the stea ·y-state value of T2 is somewhat higher than the absorber tem-
perature T 1 , implying that large ambient losses from the shield might 
occur in the real case. This is due to the radiative energy absorbed by 
the shield, and even if surface 2 i ,s given a v~ery high reflectivity, the 
value of T2 is quite high,, This leads one to consider cooling the 
shield, and thereby retrieving some of the inevitable ambient losses from 
1 0 
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Fig re 4: Efficiency for radiative exchange only 
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thi s rface. The ne t question which logically follows is -Should the 
cental absorber tube be there at all, or should all of the heat transfer 
to the cool"ng f u·d occur at the shied? This question will be con-
side ed in the next section. · 
Selecting a Shape 
Let us co sider a cavity of arbitrary shape with a gap of width b 
as s -o n in Figure 5a. Treating the sur aces as diffuse and isothermal , 
we ay determine the configura-t'ion factors as follows. Since surface 2 
is f a and therefore cannot "see itself," F 22 = 0 and by closure 
F2 1 = 1. Then by reciproc·ty, 
or solving for F12 , 
F12 (16) 
15 
surface 1 
surfe.c~ 
Figu _e Sa. Arbitrary enclosure 
T 
a eurfac 
l 
~t~ ~ 
sur ' ace 2 surf'ace 2 
Figure Sb: Cylin rical cavity Figure Sc: Rectangular cavity 
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Thus the diffuse model predicts that the shape of the enclosure has no 
effect on F12 , but only the ratio of the areas of the two surfaces is 
important. For a given gap width b, it would appear that maximizing A1 
is desirable. 
There are, however, at least two additional factors to be con-
s ·de red First of all, surface A 1 als.o has an outside, and the 
convective, conductive, and rad~ative losses from this side of A1 will 
depend direct y upon its area. To minimize losses we would want to 
m 1 . Secondly, the current project is for application to a 
parabo ic troug ref ector an the wi er the absorber, the larger the 
portion o the irror below hich is shaded and the smaller the amount of 
ref ec ed e ergy hich enters the gap (Q•). With that in mind, consider-
s 
atio is g·ven to wo diffe en · ge metries. 
First, consi ·er a rectang -lar cavity as shown in Figure 5c whose 
dl ns· o are a sho-- The area of the surface labeled 1 is (2a + b)L 
an he are o the surface labeled 2 is bL. Then the configuration 
fa tor rom 1 to 2 is. 
b (17) 
2a + b 
If the insulatl·on on the outside of the absorber is of thickness t. , 
- - - 1ns 
then the area sha ed below the absorber is (b + 2t. )L. This neglects 1ns 
the thickness of the fluid channel should there be one around the outside 
of surfac ~e 1, as well as the thickness of the walls 
1'7 
Now consider a cylinder with radius r 1 and a gap in one side as 
shown. in Figure 5b. For the same gap width b, the area of aurfaee 1 is 
2 ( 1f - 8 ) r 1 L where the angle 80 is gi v ~e.n by: 0 I 
~ .. - 1 
a - Sl.n 00 
b/.2 
r 1 
The·refore the configuration factor F 12 is given by: 
F12' = 
b (18) 
For purp ses of co parisont let us find the radius r 1 which would 
be re u"red to g~ve the same co figuration factor F12 as the rectangular 
enc - osure ju ·t considered. Equating the two factors, 
[ . -1 ] 2a + b _ 2 , - s~n (b/2r 1) · r 1 (19) 
Fo- s. give value of a and b, this equation may be solved numerically for 
rJ. Ta~le I shes the resu ts, with 2r 1 also given to allow comparison 
of band 2r 1, and therefore the relative shading of the mirror with each 
.arrange en t. 
The conclusion that the shape of the enclosure is unimportant to 
the 1n terna radiative· exchange may se ~em a little naive, and one can find 
justification tor doubt by considering for a moment the specular model. 
First, let us examine the cylindrical cavity and assume a specularly 
re· fl ~e·cting surface 11.. Consider a ray of light entering the enclosure as 
shown in Figur ~e 6, at a.n angle ljJ to· the verical.. If we assume that the 
a 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR 
ENCLOSURES 
b a r 11 F l2 2r 1 
. 5 . 5 .332 .333 . 667 
• 5 t 75, .. 405 .250 .. 810 
. 5 1. 0 .480 .200 ~961 
.s 11.5 ,.637 .143 1. 2?3 
19 
gap subt nds an angle of 80° (28 = 80°) and that the rim angle ~ is 55° 
-o o 
(so that varies over 110°), then by a geometrical analysis we find that 
ligh cam·ng fro~ the region -10° ~ < 10° will undergo only one 
re lection bef re escaping from the cavity. This is independent of the 
ra i o the cylinde ·. Note that part of this 20° is the region where, 
ha · ng of the reflector occurs. The range of angl~es for multiple 
ref ect'ons an the number of reflections are shown in Table 2 
TABLE' 2 
A-GLE AND UMBER OF REFLECTIONS 
I A CYLINDRICAL CAVI Y 
No, of Reflections 
1 
6 
4 
7 
2 
6 
3 
4 
Now let us treat the caa,e of a rectangular c.avity with specular 
walls. For comparative purposes, let us choose b/a consistent with angl e 
20 
~ = 40°, i e., choose a rectangular cavity with the same diffuse con-
o 
figuration factor as the cylindrical cavity just examined. For light 
pas,sing through the center of the· gap, the. angle variations and number of 
reflections found to occur are indica ted in Table 3. The table is 
genera ted by a geometrical analysis. By comparing the ·nformation in 
Ta.bles 2' and 3, we may see that from a specular point of view the 
y ·ndr·ca cavi y is advantageous. This ad antage is enhanced by the 
1 rger amo nt of ,solar energy per unit angle of .P for small values of 1/J. 
De pen · ng on the properties of the surface of t· e e closure, the .cylinder 
rna e be e spite of its sligh ly increased shading. It should be 
note · t. 1 a fresne ' lens were em oy,ed, and the ape·rature pointed 
toward the s n behind the lens, then shad· ng ould not be a con-
sl er ion . S ch a lens with a cylin rical cavity has been developed by 
r searc er a Arne · ca Sc · ence and Engineering (Boyd et al. 1976). This 
ro p a 
u er o ore 
a de lee or to cause t e igh en ering a~ small angles to 
an one ref ection . 
TABLE 3 
Ar~GLE A ~D UMBER OF REFLECTIONS 
IN A RECTA GULAR CAVITY 
No. of Reflections 
1 
2 
3 
It 
5 
Return for a moment to the diffuse model.. It was observ·ed that the 
model predicts that cav~ty absorptance is maximized by increasing A1 for 
21 
a given iap, while ambient losses were minimized by minimizing the area 
of the outside of the enclosure, call it A3 . An arrangement which 
combines these two desired effects is shown in Figure 7. In fact, if we 
were to take t e original design and circulate cooling fluid through the 
central absorber tube and around the shield so that both were maintained 
at th ~e same tempera t re, we would see that for diffuse radiative exchange 
pu poses he a orber and shield may be considered part Orf the same 
isother al surface. The absorber, tube may then be viewed as ,simply a way 
of increasi~g the area A1 without making the area A3 larger, and thereby 
increas g a b"ent osses A de ign of this type was not chosen because 
of the ·r c ty of constr ction. 
22 
surfac area A~ . 
- ---- ~ - - ~ - - - - - -
Figu e 7: r ~ ngement for in reasing F12 
III., MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
Two-Band Ra iative Exchange Model 
The geometry chosen for dev,elopment was that of a cylindrical 
cavity ith a flow channel for cooling formed by the annulus between 
cone en ric part-cy inders, as shown in Figure 8. The choice of an 
ann lar flow channel ins ead of small tubes was based on thermal, 
yd a 1 c , a d con tr ct ~on considerations, and is discussed in the 
sect· o o Hy ra lie Des· gn. To s1m lify the radiative exchange prob em, 
the fa o :r.g assumption were made: 
Surfaces ar ~e iffuse. 
2 S r aces are iso hermal. 
3 Spec al dependence of surface properties may be adequately 
hand ed by using the two-band model (semi-gray approxima-
t ·on) , ich assumes tha all radiative energy is either 
solar ( hort wavelength) or infrar,ed (long wavelength). 
Each s r ace will then be assumed to have two values for each 
property - one which ho , ds throughout the solar band and 
another ich holds throughout the infrared band. This two-
band mo el gives very good agreement with the data for solar 
applications (Siegal and Howell 1972, p. 325) . 
4. The emissivity in the infrared band is equal to the absorp-
tivity in that band The emissivity in the solar band is 
zero. 
2'3 
s rf c 
au ac 
Figure 
insulation 
2 
Geome ry chosen 
flow chan..Tl5l of 
wi th tch 
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5. The absor,ptivity plus the reflectivity is equal to unity in 
each band for surface 1 (no transmittance). If surface 2 is 
real (glas,s , for example) then in the solar band its re-
flectivity plus its tran3missivity is unity (absorptivity is 
zero) while in the infrared band its emissivity plus its 
reflectivity is unity (no transmittance). 
6. The a alysis J.s for an arbitrary axial length n z small enough 
that no significant temperature variations in the z-direc-
tio occur in the seg ent analyzed 
L u beg· by treating the case here ~here is a rea l surface 2, 
such a a pa e of glass Each surface will have a set of properties i n 
he o ar ba d la _ed i th t e superscri t S, and another set of 
pro e ties in the i ~rared ban labeled with the uperscript I Using 
Polja me o o radiat·ve a alysis, we obtain the following: 
Su face 1 . s Qo 1' 
s 
:::: p 1 
s 
1Qi 1 (20) 
s s s 
Qil ;:_ F 11Qo 1 + F21°o2 
I A I T4 I I 
'
0o 1 = 1 £10' 1 + p ,,Q. 1 
' 1 1 
I F QI 
. 1 ""' F 11,Qo1' + 21 o2 
s rface 2: Qs .,.sQ, s s 
- + p 2°i2 o,2 2 s 
s s s 0i2 = F l2Ao 1 + F 22°o,2 
I A ti T4 IQI Qo2 = 2 2q 2 + p 2 i2 
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Note tha t s~nce tbe absorptivity of surface 2 in the solar band was 
assumed zero, solar rad iation simply passes through Or' is reflected, and 
hence does not contribute t ,o the energy to or from this surface. 
Surface 2 does, however , re ~ uce the solar radiation entering the cavity 
s s s from a Val e Of Q,~ to T 2Q~, Or by a factor Of 'T 2 Where T 2 iS the 
transm"ss1 ity of surface 2 in the solar band. One term in the exp~es-
- -s 
sl.on for 2 becomes a known q anti ty since it is possible, to analyze the o _ 
a ou t of radiative energy reflected from the mirror to the absorber 
( ' ) 
s 
In a -d · t ion to e radia ive exchange, there will be convective 
heat tra sfer fro surface 1 to surface 2 C1Q2) and from surface 2 to the 
surroun s ( Q 2 he quantity 1Q2 will depend on the variables T1, 
T2 , e ro er ies of the air in the enclosure, and the geometry of the 
cavi y Th s 
1c2 = f(T 1 , T2 , air properties geometry) 
ere the ~enclosure evacua ed • this term would be z,ero as the only 
transfe would be radiative (neglecting conduction from surfac ~e 1 to 
sur ace 2) . The quanti y 2~ w1ll depend on T2 and on the temperature of 
the s rro n ings, T~. 
( 21) 
In addition an e,ner,gy balance may be wri tt ~en for surface 2. Since it was 
assumed that the radiation in the solar band is either reflect ~ed or 
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transmit ted by this surface, only infrared energy quanti ties will be 
involved, along with convective terms 
(22) 
An additional equation may be obtained by applying conservation of 
energy to the absorber as a whole. Where Q b is the energy transferred 
a s 
fro surface 1 to the cooli g fluid surrounding it, 
Q = ,.sQ' 
abs 2 s (23) 
A this point we have a sys em of twelve equations in the thirteen 
S S I S I S I 
ol' Qo1' Qi1' Qil' Qo2' Qo2' Qi2' Qi2'' 11 Q2' 2~' T2, and un . no s ab ' 
T 1 ,, ere s r ace pro erties are considered known characteristics of the 
rna erials u ed o cons ruct the absorber. vie may treat one of these 
u k 0 as an e e de t variable an ind the others as a function of 
't e p able is t a the syste i non-linear due to the presence of 
bo h first order a d four h ~order temperature terms. The system may be 
si ,p · f~ed to make it linear in T 1 and T 2 by using a first order 
ap ro i ation to he radiative terms, or it may be solved numerically. 
It was deci ed to simplify the prob em by assuming that the enclosure is 
evacuated, making 1o2 eq al to zero The temperature r 1 was chosen as 
the independent va ,. ab e. The equations may then be .solved simul-
taneously to eliminate all but r 2 The resulting equation may be solved 
numerically for T 2 and this temperature then us ~ed to find Qabs and 2~. 
The absorber eff"ciency (~abs) is defined in this case as Qabs divided by 
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Q', Th conve~ctive heat transfer coefficient for surface 2 (U) may be 
s 
approx1mated as the convective film coefficient for heat transfer from a 
horiz,ontal plate facing down (Holman 1~ 972' ,, p. 219). 
L - b+L 2 (24) 
From the assumptions listed, the following relationships are 
obta· d 
s s 1 (25) ,, +a 1 = 
s as 
f 1 - 1 
PI + G'I 
-
1 1 1 
(I I 
1 : a, 
Ps _s 1 + "r 
-2 2 
PI I 1 + 02 ;;: 2 
~2 - oi 2 
er is o p ~ 1ty pis reflectivity, f 1.s emissivity, and Tis 
t ans ·ssivity Using thes- re ations ·n the above system of equations 
ad recogniz'ng hat F22 = 0 and F21 = 1, the ,system was solved for a 
. (fs se ec 1ve s r ace 1 = 
I S 8, 1 1 = .2) and for a non-se ect1ve surface (f 1 
The results are shown in Figures 9 a.nd 1 0 for b = . 75 inches 
and r 1 = .5 inches 
I ,s The plots shown are for t 2 : . 70 , T 2 : . 80 (Hsieh 
and Su 1979) , T 1 = 450°F, an T = 80°F. The dot ted line in Figure 10 is 
s for an nideal" window with -r 2 ... 1 .. 0. 
e 
(I ) 
9 
(Btu/_ r ft) 
re 9. P ed' t d perf an e "th a non-sele tive surface 
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00 
B 
i e 10· 
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windo · 
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Q 
no window 
w~ ndow 
(B u/hr A:lt) 
ed" ted per o mance with select1 e surface 
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Having discussed the abs>Orber with a window (rea.l surfac~e· 2 ) , 
con · der now the case where there is an open gap in the enclosure 
( 1 aginary surface 2) . For this case one may treat surfac ~e 2 as a black 
surface ith ~emiss1vity and absorptivity both equal to unity, and 
reflectivity eq al to zero. The radiative energy leaving surface 2 wi l l 
be that reflecte throug . the gap by the mirror, Q,~· The infrared energy 
from _he surroundings wh · h passes through the gap will be considered 
By applying Poljak ' s method, we obtain the 
ra a e exc a ge e uations. 
Su face s s s (26) 0o1 = p1 0i1 
s s s 
Qi 11 - F 11Qo 1 + F2 1Qo2 
I 
A1 
I T4 I I Qo 1' = 1 4 + p, Qi1 
I F - I 
i1 
.... 11Qo1 
s rfac 2· _S Qs o2 -
s s 
Qi2 - F12°o1 
I I 0i2 - 12Qol 
If the energy pass'ng rom urface 1 to the cooling fluid is Qabs' 
then conservation req ires th t the following be true: 
Qs i2 (27) 
where Q is the convective heat loss from surface 1 to the a i r in the gap 
enclosure There should exist a heat transfer coefficient U' such that g 
the loss term Q is given by: gap ~ 
(28) 
ote that U 1 contains the effect of the area of the surface, in the g 
enclos re This area was assumed at this point to be equal to A1, and 
the correla t · o for a or· zontal plate pre,viously used was employed. 
Th · see s co ser ative as the cylinder and gap should have lower 
con ecti e losses tan a flat plate of area A1. Figures 9 and 10 show 
the o tion to the above syste of equations for the same selective and 
on-s ctive urface Similar results are obtained for the values of 
Co par the ab orber efficiencies ~ ith and without a window, it 
o served t a for the es ·rna ted values of 2Qa:J the window is of no 
gre ad a a e. For low values of Q~, , the greenhouse effect is 
an gives much h'ghe effJ..cienc·es for the window. Where the 
c ·ves cross is where the transm · ssion loss ~es of the glass begin to 
do · ate and the open ap is prefe red The design being intended for a 
Q' of about 1000 - 1200 Btu/hr per foot of absorber length, a window is 
s 
not des· rable. The solar transm ·~ ,ssi vity of the window would be degraded 
by the presence of any dirt, and would also complicate construction. 
Such problems as sealing, evacuating, and providing for different 
thermal expansion coefficients would be encount~ered. It was decided to 
pursue a design with an open gap. 
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Pre ·ct:ng the Energy Entering, Q' 
,s 
Several factor,s may ~contribute to energy not being reflected i.nto 
the gap. F · rst ,, as noted previously, eve~n if the mirror were a per feet 
re.f ea ~ or tracking the sun without error, its reflected image would still 
f m a ba of finite idth at the focal p ane The sun subtends an angle 
of . 00931 r dl ns in the sky. ow add to that the cumulat~ve effects or 
errors i m·r o a :g -- ent , tracking, and in placing the gap exactly at 
t e foca la e A~ s ggested by Treadwell (Treadwell 1976, p. 23), one 
ap oa e o assu e t -at the combined effects of several ran om 
a a er y distr ·but ion at the· absorber gap wi tn 
a sa ar e · t· n g· en , y 
0 
2 
+ (J • 
m rro 
2 2 )1/2 
+ at k + 0 1 t · rae - oca 1on (28) 
Le b J e i o t e ap a see~ from a point P on the reflec r 
a a e ~ · h he ve ica as sho~ in Fig re 11 Then 
cos "' = 
an ... 
(29) 
Suppa e tat 95,;, o the ,sun•s energy falls within the ,.0093 1 radians 
of qJ , Then 4 a - ., 00931 radians or a = . 00233 radians . Using this 
sun sun 
and tbe appropriate values for the other erro~rs, we will get a value of 
r,_,--~>1 
£ 
. I 
a )PI 
Figure 11 : Ene ~--gy band arriving at gap from point P 
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CTtot such that 95% of the sun' a energy falls within 4 a tot. Transla t ~ed 
to a width at the focal position and perpendicular to the sun's rays, 
call it w as, shown in Figure 11, w~e get: 
3 
2 
X 
w s ~ ( f - 4f) ( 4 cr tot) ( 30) 
where w has 95% of the reflect~d energy within it. Now the question to 
3 
b · co s ered is what fraction of the sun's energy falls within the band 
r lee fro oi t P. Thi ' dth is given by: 
( sr
2 
) w - b cos q, = b 2 2' - 1 
4f + X 
Le X = 2( /w ) Then 
X = 8bf 
4atot 
2 2 
( 4f - X ) 
2 2 2 (4f + X ) 
(31) 
(32) 
a t e fract"on of he reflected energy within width w is P(X ) where 
P(X) = 1' 2Q(X) (33) 
o e that P{X) is r ~eally just a function of position on the mirror for a 
g·ven m1rror and absorber, and that the position can be expressed as a 
func t ·on of the~ coordinate x where x varies from 0 to a. Thus 
p(x) : P(X) (34) 
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and for a segment of the mirror . of length Land the horizontal width dx, 
t he energy reflected through the gap is: 
6Q = p(x) p q L dx 
r s 
here Pr is t e solar r ~eflec ivity of t e mir·ror and q is the incident 
s 
solar flux~ To find the total reflected ene~gy passing through the gap 
(Qs) e may integrate fro x - r 3 to x = a, where r 3 is the radius of the 
abso b r, i.e., half of the width of the shaded area below the absorber. 
Thi mu t be double o take into account o h sides of the mirror. 
a 
Q' ~ 2 J p(x) q L dx s (35) 
r3 
0 nee L a q are constan s 
a 
Q ' - 2 q L f. p ( x) dx 
s s 
(36) 
The indicate n egratio may be perfor d _erically, using a prob-
ability functio as a subroutine in a nume ical integration. If neces-
sar- , a . could be expressed as a function of x to take into account 
m1rror 
its var' · ion over the mirror surface. It was discovered, for example, 
that near the rim the alignment errors tended to be harder to control. 
Ambient Losses from the Outs,ide 
of the Absorber 
For simplic~ty let us assume that the conduction through the tube 
wall from surface 1 is one-dimensional in the radial direction. The 
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error introduced by neglecting axial conduction should be less than 1% 
{Phillips 1979) By the one-dimensional assumption one also neglects 
the effects of convection from the "edges" of surface 1, convection from 
the insulat"on to the air in the gap, and conduction in the tangential 
direc ion in the metal wall and in the insulation which would result from 
t e tangen ·a . temperature grad"ents near the gap. Figure 8 shows the 
flo chan el, tube alls, and ·nsulation as well as the various dimen-
s·on of the absorber. The energy condu~ted a ay from surface 1 has been 
es g a ed 
ab · By ass mi g one-dimensional conduction, it is assumed 
tha b all oes into the fluid in the f w channe · . If the thickness 
a s 
o_ t e · ner tube wa is twl' its therma conductivity is kwl' and the 
·1 coeffic · ent for the liq i is h then Q is given by· liq abs · · · · 
2 ( 8 0) (T1 T 1, ) 
Qabs 
~q (37) 
- t 
ln ( 1 + __!{!_) 
rl 1 
k + hl. ( r 1 + tw1) 1Q 
e - the 1 tern erat rae. The tern erat re is thus iq is liquid Tl. lQ 
lo e han 1 y a amo nt dependent on 0abs for a given absorber 
canst ctio 
' 
give f uid, an given flow regime. The coeffic ent hl. lQ 
is sc sed in more detail nder Hydraulic Design. 
Some e ergy will be transferred from the fluid through the outer 
wall ad 1nsulat'on and to the surroundings by convection and radiation. 
If the oute flo channe wall ha characteristics kw2 , tw2 , and hliq' 
a d the insu a tion has characteristics k. , t. , and E: 3 (total), two 1ns 1ns 
equations result fr ,om this loss in terms of the temperature of the 
outside of the insulation, r 3 
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(38) t 
w2 r ln ( 1 ) ln 3 + --
r2 r · + t w2 1 2 
k + k. + hliq w2 r 1ns 2 
(39) 
here hf is the free convect·on film coefficient for transfer from the 
a 
ins la ion to the air. For a horizontal cylinder we may use th ~e 
fol o co re ation (Holman 197,2, p . 2119): 
.25 
_ ( T 3 - Ta~ ) 
= • 27 2 -
r3 
(40) 
T e o e a ions above may be set equal and solved n merica~ly for T3 
T ·s alue is then used to i d Q . Note that this analysis neglects 
am 
he . e gy tra erre t the ins lation by the solar flux inciden~ on 
top of ~ _so, hfa co ld be q_ite a bit larger than predicted due to 
win a d due to elevation of one· end of the absorber during winter 
months . 
U i g this ca cula ed value of Q b' it is possible to write an am, 
expression for the net heat transfer to the fluid in the annulus, call it 
Qnet = ~Q- Q 
-abs - amb (41) 
This is the Q t needed to calculate the efficiency of the collector. 
ne 
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(42) 
To try to differentiate between absorber and mirror performance, it might 
also be helpful to de ine an absorber efficiency based on the fraction of 
the ener y entering the gap which is actually collected. 
n - Q /Q t 
''abs - -net s (43) 
This is i i ar to the efficiency plotted in Figures 9 and 10. 
To complete t e ma ' he a tical model it remains to sum over the 
e gth of the abosrbe . Again for the sake of simplicity we will neglect 
axial o d c ion. Cons· der a section of tube of length D. z wher.e the 
e ters at te perature T{i), and the corresponding temperature of 
s r - ce 1 is T 1(i). Then T(i) and T1(i) may be related through the 
a o n of e ergy absorbed in length z 1 , call it Qabs ( i}. Since· T 1 ( i) 
a d (i) are in er 
ab e e dent, some kind of iterative approach may be 
use t de ~ ermine them for a given fluid inlet temperature, or if the 
dif "'erence bet een T 1 ( i) and T ( i) is ver'Y small (high hliq), Qabs ( i) 
could be calculated based on T(i). Once Q b . ( i) is f'ound, the ambient 
a s 
loss for the aeg ent, Q b ( i) , may be found and then the net energy 
am ~ 
transfer· to the fluid in the· se·gment can be determined, Q t ( i). If the 
ne 
flu1d has a mass flow rate m and a specific heat capacity c, then we may 
write· 
T(i + 1) = T(i} + Q t(i)/~c 
ne1 (44) 
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where T(i) ts, the fluid temperature leaving segment i and ~entering the 
next segment. If6z is not too large, the difference between the surface 
temperatures T1(i) and T1(i + 1) will not be greatly different than the 
difference between the fluid temperatures T(i) and T(i + 1). This allows 
us to obtain an ,approximate T 1 ( i + 1) upon which to base the heat 
transfer to the next segment, Qabs(i + 1) .. Summing over the length of 
the absorber (N no es) 
0 t ' 
N 
=L 
i=1 
Q b (i) 
a s 
Q (i) 
amb 
e may find collector efficiency. 
(45) 
IV. DESIGN 
Restraints Imposed by Availability 
and Co pa ability of Mat~ials 
Parabolic troughs of suffici~ent size are not cheaply and commonly 
available Howe er, there as a-ailable a sheet of' polished aluminum of 
u known spec la reflecti y with dimensions four feet by five feet. In 
or 1 e to increas~e he concentratio . ratio, the axial direction was chosen 
to b fo r fee , a lo · n r·ve feet fo the arc length of the parabola~ 
or a para o c ro gh of ~dth 2a, the ar length is given by: 
Focal eng h 1 w 
arc len h a e 
a 
x2 4r2 
1/2 
2 J + dx (46) s = 4r2 
0 
s, and rim a gles ~ or severa parabolas Pith 60-inch 
ven elo in T b e 4 
TABLE 4 
PARABOL S I H A 60-I CH ARC LENGTH 
f (in) 
12 0 
18 0 
2'4. 0 
24. 751 
30.0 
36.0 
2a (in) 
51 .. 42 
55 0 
56 9 
57.0 
57.8 
58 1.J 
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,f/1 (deg) 
0 
81.6° 
67.4o 
57.0° 
56.2° 
52.5° 
50.1° 
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Another area of limited choice was that of metals for' use in the 
absorber walls. Ideally, the conductivity of the inner wall (kw 1) would 
be high to decrease the surface-to-coolant temperature drop and the 
~conductivity of the outer wall (k 2 ) would be small to reduce ambi ~ent W -
lo -ses. Copper or aluminum would appear to be r'easonable choices for the 
inner wall but aluminum is much more difficult to join. Copper may be 
easily soldere or brazed, has the better thermal conductivity,, is 
rea ily available in tubing of various sizes, and can be treated quite 
ea i y to yiel a selective surface (Christie 1977). Thus, copper was 
chosen giv~ng kw 1 = 220 Btu/hr ft °F. 
ile lo co uctiv ty is desirable for the o ter wall, it is also 
i _ o t tha th1s wall have a coefficient of' thermal expansion close to 
t a o he inner 'wal to prevent excessive stressing and distortion over 
he re at1.- e y large ran e of te, _peratures expected (ambJ..ent to about 
Th · s au er wa 1 must also be made of a material which can ea.s.ily 
be jo' 1 to copper, and wh ·ch is readily available. Such a material not 
e , i was ecided to use copper for the outer wall,, so kw2 
= 220 Btu/hr ft °F. 
T e ins la · n material must be abl ~e to withstand temperatures up 
to 450°F, the an ic"pate - maximum liquid temperature, and preferably up 
to higher temperatures to handle transients, loss of flow accidents, and 
accidental focusing on the insulation. As wi 1 be discussed later, the 
accu acy of the expe imentally measured values of ambient losses depends 
on the accuracy with which the thermal conductivity of the insulation is 
known. The. insulating material chosen was Foamglas, a product of 
p· ttsburg Gorn1ng. This material has a conductivity competative with 
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other insulating materials and is locally available at a reasonable cost. 
Of , r 'ea t benefit wa,s the plot of k . versus temperature provided by the 
lOS 
manufacture·r (Pittsburgh Corning Bulletin Fl-13q, Rev. 1, 1976). This 
plot is show in Appendix A. Foamglas is available in split cylinders 
for various size pip~es and is impermeable· t ~o liquids.. It is also very 
easy to cut and file. To its disadvantage, the material is very brittle 
and as very low strength. 
Choice a ng Para eters 
T 1e so a flux was assumed to be 255 Btu/hr ft 2 , a conservative 
va _ the surface 1 temperat re was assumed to be 450°F. A problem 
emerge n that the bes focal length for the mirror could not be 
d e · hout assu , ing a value of crmirror' ad, of course, amirror 
co ot be eas re unti t e m · rror was built. The model predicts 
th IJ ~ rim ang e of about 55° gives a fairly good efficiency over a range 
o a ues of u (from .009 radians to .018 radians) so the mirror was 
0 
e ig e i h a fc a le g h of 24 75 inches and a corresponding rJ.m 
ang_ of 56.2° ( s.ee Table ~) . After the irror was built,, the e.rror was 
estimate, I o be abou 0 l.S r 'adians. Using this error and plotting 
predic: coll·ec or efficiency versus gap width b for various values of 
r 11, all a e the e para eters to be optimized for the chosen ~error value. 
The wall thicknesse tw 1 and tw,2 were assumed to be 1 I 16 inch, and the 
flow channel wid h tch was assumed to be 1 /B inch. The Foamglas 
insulation is available in 1 inch and 1 1/2 inch th1ckne ses. A 
thickness t. of 1 inch was chosen, baa.ed on plots of efficiency versus 1ns 
t. which showed only modest gains above 1 ·nch. The plots were done J.na 
I S for non-selective surfaces with e: 11 = E 1 = . 5 and no window pane A 
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To this point, the fact that all sizes of copper tubing are not 
available, commercially has been ignored. It is generally possible to 
obtain tubing with inside diameters of 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 718, 1, etc., 
inches. Base on the analysis described above, 7/8 inch inside diamet,er' 
appeared to be the best choice for the inner surface, from among the 
sizes availab e 
Hy ic Design 
A search ~as made for a cheap, readily available flu~d which would 
al ow 450°F ou let te peratures without pressurizing the system. While 
t ere are a er of acceptable flui s currently on the market, they 
t ~end o be, expensive and hard to find locally. Crisco oil was found to 
have a 1gh eo gh smoke and flash point (above 500°F), but Proctor and 
Ga e apparently d'd not kno the heat capac·ty and other fluid proper-
tie a o these ro ~e:rties vary with temperature. It was decided to 
de · n t e system for an organic fluld, using roper ties listed for 
la f u·ds . . te a _ e shown are typical for light organic oils such 
as pea t a·l, cot o seed oil, and lin ~ eed oil (Handbook of Ghem·stry and 
Phy ics 1975). 
p :: 57.4 lbm/ft3 
J.L = 11 2. 1 lbm/hr ft 
k .077 Btu/hr ft 0 -... F 
c = 33 Btu/lbm OF 
where 
If 11 
a 
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p = density 
,.,. 
= viscosity 
k = thermal conductivity 
c :: specific heat capacity 
Recall that the energy incident on the mirror is given by: 
Q. = 2(a-r3)L q (ideal, p :::1) s s r 
(54'')(4 ft)(255 Btu/hr ft2 ) 
4600 Bt /hr 
·1 s 6 %, Q t - ill be 2760 Btu/hr . If' the ~T across the length of 
ne 
he absorber is to be on the order of 10°F, then ~ will need to be: 
Q e 
m 
-ct:J. 
or for a de s·ty o 
--
2760
-- 8-_ 36 lbm/h. r -- 23 lb I ( 10 } ., · . m sec . 33 X ...
3 57.4 lbm/ · t , 
= mlp - . 2 ft 3/min - 1 . 8 gpm 
The flow channe design goal was to g1ve a large film coefficient 
(h1 . ) and area for heat transfer (A) while achieving as little resis-lQ 
tance to f ow (pressure dro aero s the abosrber) as possible. Possible 
confi urations included an annular flow channel such as that shown ·n 
Fig re 8 and a number of small tubes joined togetber to form an enclosure 
as shown in Figure 12. The pr·edicted Reynolds number, convective film 
coefficient t1.mes the area (h1 . x A), and pressure drop for these two lq 
Figure 12: Poss!ble flow channel arrangement 
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types of flow channels are listed in Tables 5 and 6 (Kays 1966, 
Chapter 9) These are for a mass flow rate of . 23 lbm/sec and fluid 
propert1es as stated previously. 
The f'low channel chosen was a 1/16 inch annulus with partial 
r estrictions placed to reduce the effective cros,s sectional area, as 
sho n in Figure 12. This design gave a good possibility of turbulent 
flo and thus a good h1 . The P was high, but less viscous fluids would lQ 
giv ore acceptable va ues. The predicted flow parameter'S are given 
be o . 
Heynolds n mber = 1'5 0 
(hli A) 966 Btu/hr 0 ( turbu ent) X = F 
pre~ssure rop 
-
35.8 psid 
h · s gives an es imated average temperature difference between the 
0 
absorber sur ace at T1 ad the liquid at Tliq of 3 -F for' turbulent flow. 
T e restr -Ctions, a e in ten ed to trip turbulent flow, but if flow is 
lam·na ,I the pr icted (hliq x A) is 5lt.8 f or a6T between r 1 and Tliq of 
50°F 
The rest of the p p ng system could be made of 318 inch inside 
d1amet copper tubing. This gives a predicted pressure drop around the 
rest of the loop of about 5 psid., A surge tank open to atmosphe~ric 
pre sure would allow for fluid expansions on heat-up A positive 
disp acement pump would provide a more uniform flow rate at varying fluid 
temper,a ture , as visco,si ty and density changes would have less ,effect on 
flow rate than for a centrifuga.l pump .. 
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TABLE 5 
FLO PARAMETERS FOR A YLINDRICAL AN . ."ULUS 
h -cA hl. xA llqx __ ~l.q 
ch (_· n) - (ft/sec) D ( ft) Re (laminar) (turbulent) .6.P (psid) v e 0 0 (Btu/hr F) (Btu/hr F) 
1/32 7.5 .. 0051 658 104 1842 106 
1/ 6 3.75 0 0 650 152 932 13.6 
/8 1. 87 . 020 634 2'1 478 1 . 78 
1/ 94 .038 605 14 250 .2~ 
T BLE 6 
FLO p R ETERS FOR M LTIPLE S LL TUBES 
h xA hl. xA ll 1Q 
o· I (.:.n) II t bes ... (ft/sec) e (la inar) (turbulent) .dP (psid) 
' ' 10 8 .8 1670 43 1451 258 I 
I /16 20 9 4 835 85 2902 129 
1/ 9 5 .2 928 38 1306 17.9 
1/8 15 3. 1 '557 64 2177 10.8 
1/ 5 2' . 35 8351 21 726 2.0 
1/4 7 1 . 68 596 30 1016 1. 44 
t.i l res:triction 
to deer 
Figure 13: Top view of flow channel dividers 
se D 
e 
V. CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 
_.:.rror 
The !":bs for the mlrror were made by plotting a parabola on a piece 
of 1/4 inch ~asonite, using 8 points per horizontal inch. This parabola 
as carefully cut and filed and sanded, and became a jig for cutting 
ad itional identical parabolic r·bs out of 1/2 inch plywood. These ribs 
we e bo ted to a frame made of 2 x 6 inch boards in such a manner as to 
a ow a us ment of individual ribs. A 1/8 incn sheet of masonite was 
tnen cur ed to f1 t the ri s and drawn down w · th screws., The thin sheet of 
al i as next overlaid and a light pressure was applied against the 
r"'m ed es to cause it to conf rm to the shape o the parabola. 
When ested i sunl· gh., t· reflector demonstrabed obvious imper-
f ctio articularly the region near the ri seemed to depart signifi-
ca t rom the desir d shape. To try to improve control of this part of 
the ir or, hooks and turnbuckle were installed at one foot intervals to 
increase the pressure on the en s of the sheet and a long clamp was 
de ised to hol 
ala the edge 
·he alu inum to the masonite and straighten the ripples 
This arrangement can be noted in the photographs of 
Appendix B. Even with this, however, the last several inches near the 
rim were qui e inefrective in contributing to the energy concentration at 
the focal plane, and were eventually taped over. 
Before individual sections of the mirror could be independently 
tested, it was necessary to devise a tracking system to maintain a focal 
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position while moving from one part of the mirror to another. This was 
accomplished by using a small one rpm electric motor to drive a secondary 
gear with a ratio of 10/256. This secondary gear drove a large 58- inch 
diameter disc attached to the reflector with a ratio of 1/56.25, giving a 
r e lector speed of one revolution every 24 hours. Fine adjustments were 
al owed for by using a slightly tapered roller to drive the reflector's 
large disc, permitting adjustments in the final gear ratio. 
i h the track·ng mechanism in place, it was possible to cover all 
but a certain reg· o of the irror and hence examine that region's 
foe sin a ·li y. After a somewhat frustrating attempt to improve t e 
ace r cy of the mirror, it was estimated that a majority of the energy 
fell i to a ban of about 7/8 inch in width. If 95% of the energy fell 
into thi band, t e correspon in a tot would be . 008 radians, using an 
avera e . · rror-to-reflector distance of 27 .. 3 inches (Treadwell 1976, 
p. 35). If only 75 of the energy fell into this ban , the corresponding 
(J ou 
to -
e 014 ra ians. Presumably the actual value lies somewhere 
bet ee 
Absor e 
From he previous analysis, 7/8 inch was indicated as a good value 
for r 1 he problem hich developed was that of finding a piece of 
tubing for the outer wall with a diameter consistant with a 1/16th-inch 
flow chan el. After some searching, a supply of 1 3/Bth-inch outside 
diame er tubing with 1/16th-inch walls was discovered through a medical 
supp y house. This gave a 1 1/4 inch inside diameter and would require a 
1 1/Bth-inch outside diameter for the inner tube. The closest available 
was a 1 inch inside diameter tube with walls of . 035 inch. This 
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combi ation 4as c osen and the materials purchased. The outer cylinder 
ha a gap of 100° of its circumference cut out of it, the extra width 
alloding for en_argement of the gap width b ithout reforming the ~earn 
between t e ·n1er and outer cylinders. The flow path was next estab~ 
l"s ej or the i nner cylinder by spot brazing /16th-inch steel welding 
r o· in ;. ~ Jn che pa t ern discussed under Hydraulic Design The o te, 
cy in r was . en s id over to e .case the ..., ssemb~Y and the edge.:> 7ere 
brazed a the gap to sea the channel. Caps a~ couplers e~e b_azed in 
l ·~ ... t e c. e and he entire absor er hydro~ta .ical y t8ste ao · 
o .. ~ .ed P""'ior cutting the ape a ure in the ·nne.!"' tube. This 
i e stre gth of t e ab or e and limi .ed its distor·tio during 
C"'OJ.~. g an brar:oing p ocesses. pon concluE,lOLl of the abo·,.e 
n, a 3/ · nch gap '.Jas c t in the inuer tube w 2.1 to 
c t~ the enclo ure. 
w e p aced i he crimped er1 of I i~c1 thi-
a.~ t '- i o 3.t. ~ s e e d in i , a small ba!ld cf Thes'"" 
t3 .he 
c~n :: r c _... .he at the inl~t and outlet of tLe a. so ··· er~ 
ucct.p ·.. ~ wer- aJ. o placed un eJ .~. ea th and ou side of th Foamgl a: 
·.n a io 0 ~ve two seoara e rea ings of 6 . . 
• illS 
The outside of L~e 
n ula.tio~1 a!3 c _vered wi .h duct tape to reduce rtj.diative losse:- and on 
he urfaee to meas re T 1 . A .... chemati of the t.her-m uple 
p 1 . c e ~en t, a 1d ~ i r· i ng is shown in F'i gu re 1 4 . The output from the 
t 1 r 1ocou e was · n~} t~d to a multichannel sea ner t-~r..i~h in tut~n f~a the 
signa.J. from the cho. en chan el to a digital milli oltrneter. The output 
from the voltmeter, given to the nearest .01 millivolt, could be recorded 
co mo 
r f r-
ene 
c n 0 1 2 6 7 8 
9 HA: L SC 311, V · ! BLE ti~L 
Figure 14 : Thermocouple wiring diagram 
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on paper tape by the pr·inter. The scanne.r could be set to automatically 
scan and print at the · esired frequency, being limited by the time 
required by the voltmeter to reach a steady indication on a ne~w channel, 
or about 2 seconds minimum dwell time .. 
P p and Flow ate Measurements 
Flo was induced by a small posit1ve displacement pump of the lobe 
type, originally an oil pump in an automobile engine's lube oil system. 
T ·s as driven by a half-inch variable speed electric drill at a speed 
of u to 500 rpm. M·ost of the variations in flow rate se·emed to be due to 
chan in dril speed with changing load rather than due to any slippage 
in he p - ~ p. Th s vol me f low rate could reasonably be expected to be 
propor iona to pump speed, which could have been measured to indicat ~e 
f 
te 
rate Ho ever, since the d~nsi ty was an unknown function of 
_ a ure, th · s ou not have completely solved the problem .. 
The tec~hnique~ chosen to measure t ~e· mass flow rate ·was rather 
u op ·stica t ed The surge tank in the pu p suction line was made 
sufr.tcie y la ge to allow flow to be diverted to another container. 
The o ly cha *ge is made in system load was a slight change in potential 
energy, ~ ot expected ' o be significant. The flow was allowed to enter 
the s ~econd container for a measured length of time, and the additional 
mass in the container was measured on a. scale. The mass flow rate was 
.sim- ly the mass divided by the time. The flow rate thus measured was 
consi ered to be accurate to within about plus or minus 7%, based on one-
ha I f of a di vis· ~on accuracy on mass and time measurements. 
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Measurement of Other Necessary Parameters 
One, of the more difficult problems was to obtain t he sp,ecific heat 
capacity of the CrisC·O' oil. Several calorimetries were performed to 
etermine its value .. These were exec ted by heating a k.l1own mass of 
copper of very large surface area to volume ratio (tc increase speed at 
which equil ' brium was approached) to a known temperature and then placing 
i in a kno quantity of oil at known initial temperature. The oil and 
copper ere stir'r"'ed in an insula ted container until an equilibrium 
empera ture was reached and measured. To check the accuracy of the 
tee n ue, a er wiLh heat capacity taken as 1 B u/lbm °F was used to 
e , re he hea capacity of the copper slug. 'Two runs gave measured 
a e of . 097 Btu/lb . °F and . 090 Btu/lbm °F ,, or an average value of 
935 Bt /lbm °F. The ta u ar value for the specific heat capacity of 
co per is .092 Btu/lbm °F suggesting an accuracy of plus or minus 2%. 
The s m of the expected error in each term is more like 20% for the copper' 
e e _i e t Base o _ thi proced re, the heat capac1ty of the Crisco was 
eas 're ' a a value of . 52 Btu/lbm °F' as an average for the range of 
How valid this value is for higher 
tern erat res ·s no - kno Ho ever, similar fluids show increasing hea t 
ca ac~ ies at higher temperatures (Carling and Radosevich 1979) . 
The incident solar flux was measured by a pyranometer aimed at the 
sun 
. - 2 Th1s value, measured at 310 Bt/hr ft on the clearest day, was then 
multiplied by the area of the reflector normal to the sun's rays to get 
the Qs used in calculating overall collector efficiency. 
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The reflectivity of the mirror was measured by using the 
pyranometer to measure the direc flux and then to measure the reflected 
flux. The measured value was .9ij, slightly better than anticipated. 
Experi· ent 
Two basic experiments were per .formed, one to measure the ambient 
losses both through the insulation a d from the gap, and the second to 
eas re the energy collected, Q t. 
ne 
From Q t and Q the collector 
ne s 
err·c·ency was determined A small heat exchanger was installed in the 
p'pi n syste just upstream of the absorber. A propane torch was placed 
so that the flu'd co ld be heated in this exchanger while the reflector 
a o focuse · By measuring the mass flow rate (m) and the temperature 
rop across the absorber, the total a b~ent loss (Q b. ) 
am 
amb = m c c T1 . ) l.Q 
could be 
{ 46) 
If R2 is the ther al res stance of the outer wall, insulation,, and air 
il , Q b is red·c ed as: 
am 
(47) 
whe e a length-avera ed value of T 1 and of T liq is used since the 
temperature drop ·s fa'rly sma 1. This Q b is the sum of the Q of 
am gap 
Equation 28 and the Q .b of Equation 38 
am 
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By using the measured6T across the insulation, i t is possible to 
determine· a rate of heat loss through the insulation based on the thermal 
con uctivity shown in Appendix A. Call this loss Q. . lns 
Q. 
~ns = 
~T. 1ns 
R 
,2 
(48) 
whe e R' is aga.:.n the thermal resistance from liquid to surroundings. 2 
By s btracting the calculated Q. from the value of Q .b found. 1ns -am , ' 
one may obtain a value of I 
- gap Plots comparing Q. and Q to their lOS gap 
e ic e values are fo d in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. 
Finally, he value of Q measured by experiment is given by 
net 
Qnet = m c liq 
ro is a the sola flux mea -ured by the pyra.nome er, a collector 
e 1c e cy i obtained T e data col ected is co~ pare - with the pre-
die e perfo ~ nee in the graph of Figure 17. Note that four different 
kin s of da a are s own as i dicated in the key. The data taken at higher 
of (T 1 - Tm)/Q9 was taken with oil as the fluid, with a maximum 
a 
hea ,. and a 
losses~ 
0 temperature of about 390 F. The data taken at lower 
)/Q was tak~en using water, to give a known specific 
s 
te peratures near ambient, to reduce the effect of ambient 
Figure 15: Q · measured versus predicted 
· ins· 
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F"g ~ re 17. Collector effi 1ency: measured versus predicted 
VI.. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is apparent from the data in Figures 15 and 16 that while 
ambient losses through the insulation were very close to those predicted, 
ambien losses through the gap were not. In fact, the scatter of the 
data po "nts indicates that the method used was not reliable. This could 
be attributed to a couple of problems. First of all, the liquid 
te ~perat re di fere ce across the absorber was very small while 
meas ng am ien losses. The average difference in potential across the 
T- hermoco es was about .07 millivolts, for an error of 14% just due 
to the vo tme er. A poas·ble source of' much greater error had to do ·with 
he loca ion of th ~e heat exchanger for adding energy frQm the propane 
tor h. The copper t be of this heat exchanger were in direct contact 
wi the f a es a d attained very high temperatures, bringing the metal 
surface c ose to _lo ·ng. The T-ther ocouple in one end of the absorber 
s oca ' ed abo 18 · nches a ay fro this hot spot, and the axial 
con ' t ion in the walls of' the 3/8 inch copper tubing could have 
sign· f can ly affected the inlet temperature indication. This would 
have give _ an artificially high ~T1 .. - 1q 
While it is possible to reason that measured values, of Q .b were am ·, 
too high, that does not explain the discrepancy between measured and 
pred"cted collector effici ncy. It is interesting to note that a sooted 
surface 1, a c ean copp~er-oxide surface 1, and a flat black painted 
surface 1 were all tried. The flat black paint and the soot gave similar 
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results while the clean copper-oxide, which tended to be fairly 1' shinny,,, 
gav·e noticeably lower· ·effici~ency. These re·sults ma.y be observed in 
Figur.e 17. 
Assume a U~ of 6.!J Btu/hr °F to m.ore closely fit the data of 
Figure 11 6, we obtain the predicted performanee shown by the dotted line 
Th · s is not very helpful since even the efficiencies 
ea ·ured at near ambient ·emperatures with water are far below those 
pre c ed a d show considerable scatter. It is believed that this was 
d e o mu h eater errors in the mirror surface alignment (a . ) than 
m1rror 
the val es u~ed in t e predictions. Errors were particularly noted near 
the mirror rim 1hich in some places was so far out of focus as to cast 
ligh all over t e ins lation. The last t o inches of t1e mirror on each 
si e ere covere ~ ith tape d ring the last few data runs to try to 
e ce ~he ... erro s ., o significan . impro~vemen .. in efficiency was n .ted. 
Da a cole t·a_ hrou hot the exper·ment was hampered by cloudy 
ea h r. 0 .. en data w co llected during br · e ~ per· ads of sunshine. 
The e rna n t ha e· bee suf icient time all wed for steady-.s.tate to be 
clos y ap ra Tis wou- d account for some of the s _atter in data. 
One a itio a reason observed for data scatter was a fluctuation in oil 
flow ra ·e with about a 15 .second ti e period. More precise flow inducing 
and low measu ing systems would ave been very helpful. 
I _ i recommen ed t.ha t if a f ture expe·riment such as this is to be 
performed it should be done with a much better parabolic trough 
reflector. A large share of the time devoted to the project was spent 
building and tryin to improve the alignment of the mirror. If this 
ncertainty could be eliminated, the performance of the absorber could be 
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much better eva! ated. However, based upon the results of this experi-
ment, the cylindrical cavity absorber does not demonstrate sufficiently 
high performance to jus,tify the difficulty of constructi~on it impos ~es 
over straight tubes enclosed in glass shields. In fact, if one accepts 
the data here represented, the tube type absorbers are superior, partly 
due to the fact that the absorptive width seen from every location on the 
reflector is the tube diameter. 
• 
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APP ... IX. B s PHOTOGaAPHS 


a 
b 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
half-wid h of reflector 
area of kth surface 
major axis of elliptical image of sun's image on focal plane; 
a so ap w~dth for the cavity 
JOr ax.:_ of ellipt ~cal image of sun reflected from the 
rerlectcr rim 
specif·c 4ea t capacity 
a e of declina ion, depende t on time of year 
foca length of parabolic trough 
d.:. .... ru e config rati n factor from surface i to surface j 
= fre convect1ve fi m coeff~cient for the cooling f luid 
co e ive '"'ilm coe f"cient ror the cooling fluid 
: t rmal con u ivi y 
la Jit e 
= le gth of absorber i ax.:al d.:rection 
= I a-s flo rate of tne fluid 
= 
= 
;:: 
probability function in term~ of position ~ 
probabil1ty function in terms of X=2(w/w ) 
s 
incident solar fl x 
rate of energy transfer to surroundings, excluding radiative 
losses from enclosure 
net rate of energy absorption by cooling fluid for removal from 
absorber 
net radiation heat transfer into cavity 
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Q' 
s 
r 
R 
s 
t 
T k 
Tl. 1q 
T 
U' g 
v 
s 
8 
= total solar energy per unit time incident on the collector 
radiative energy incident on the enclosure from mirror 
= radiative energy incident on the, kth surface 
= radiative energy leaving the kth surface 
.... radius of cylinder under consideration 
thermal resistance 
= arc length of parabola 
thickness, used f 'or walls, insulai ton, and flow channel 
temperat re of the kth surface 
= bulk e perature of fl id 
tempe at re of surr undings 
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= convecti e heat transfer coefficient for the gap, no window, 
whi ch takes into account the area 
= vo e flo rate 
= wi th of energ band incident on enclosure aperture 
id of energy band containing 95% of ,he energy 
= su face absorptivity of kth surface 
= angle of elevation of collector from the horizontal 
tk = e issivity of kth surface 
" c 
"abs 
p 
.Po 
= 
;: 
= 
the ratio of 0net to Qs' i.e. , collector efficiency 
the ratio of 0net to Q~, i.e. , absorber· efficiency 
de sity of fluid 
surface reflectivity of kth surface 
standard deviation due to error c 
angle from the vertical of an arbitrary point P on reflector 
rim angle of parabolic reflector 
= 
= 
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angle the disc of the sun subtends in the sky, .00931 rad. 
half-angle of aperature measured at the center of circular 
cavity 
transmissivity of kth surface 
viscosity of fluid 
